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OPEN IMAGES OF ORDERABLE SPACES 
M. HuSek (Charles University, Sokolovska* 83, 18600 Praha 8, 
Ceskoslovensko), W„ Kulpa (Slezian University, Bankowa 14, 
40-007 Katowice, Poland), received 5.5. 1980 
The problem of van Wouwe was solved. Every subordersb-
le space is an open continuous image of an orderable space. 
As corollaries of the procedure one gets generalizations to 
higher cardinals of known results for first countable spaces 
(linearly uniformizable space is a topological space compa-
tible with a uniformity having a monotone base, a generali-
zed Baire space is a box-product (^A)^ where K is a regular 
infinite cardinal with the discrete topology, a caterpillar 
space is a topological T,-space having a monotone base of 
neighborhoods at each point): 
(1) Every caterpillar space is an open continuous image of 
a subspace of a generalized Baire space. (2) Every complete-
ly linearly uniformizable space is an open continuous image 
of a generalized Baire space. 
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